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Introduction
Who this book is for
Complete First is a stimulating and thorough preparation
course for learners who wish to take the B2 First exam from
Cambridge Assessment English. It helps them to develop
the necessary reading, writing, listening and speaking skills
for the exam, as well as teaching essential grammar and
vocabulary. For those who are not planning to take the exam
in the near future, the book provides skills and language based
around engaging topics, all highly relevant for learners moving
towards a B2 level of English.
What the Student’s Book contains:
• 14 units for classroom study. Each unit comprises:
- an authentic exam task taken from each of the four
papers (Reading and Use of English, Listening, Speaking
and Writing) in the B2 First exam.
- Exam advice boxes containing essential information on
what each part of the exam involves, and the best way
to approach each task.
- a wide range of enjoyable speaking activities designed
to increase learners’ fluency and ability to express
themselves.
- a step-by-step approach to doing First Writing tasks.
- grammar activities and exercises for the grammar
learners need to know for the exam; grammar exercises
are based on research from the
with the symbol
Cambridge Learner Corpus and deal with the areas
which often cause problems for candidates in the exam.
- vocabulary activities and exercises for the vocabulary
learners need to know for the exam; vocabulary
focus on words which
exercises with the symbol
First candidates often confuse or use wrongly in the
exam.
• Seven unit reviews comprised of exercises which revise
the grammar and vocabulary in each unit.
• Speaking and Writing banks. These explain the possible
tasks students may have to do in the Speaking and Writing
papers, and provide examples and models together with
additional advice on how best to approach these Speaking
and Writing exam tasks.
• A Grammar reference section which clearly explains, unit
by unit, all the main areas of grammar which you will need
to know for the B2 First exam. There are also practice
exercises for all grammar points.
• Cambridge One Digital Pack containing:
- Test and Train
- Practice Extra
- eBook with audio

Also available
• A Student’s Workbook containing 14 Units for homework
and self-study. Each unit contains further exam-style
exercises to practise the reading, listening and writing
skills needed in the B2 First exam. In addition, they
provide further practice of grammar and vocabulary, using
information about First candidates’ common errors from the
.
Cambridge Learner Corpus
• Downloadable audio containing all the listening material for
the workbook.
• A Teacher’s Book containing:
- step-by-step guidance for teaching activities in the
Student’s Book
- a number of suggestions for alternative treatments of
activities in the Student’s Book listening material.
- complete answer keys including audioscripts for all the
listening material.
- access to extra photocopiable materials online to
practise and extend language abilities beyond the
requirements of the B2 First exam.
• A Test Generator containing:
- a Grammar and Vocabulary Test at ‘standard’ and ‘plus’
levels of each of the 14 units in the Student’s Book.
- three Term Tests including grammar, vocabulary and
First Reading and Use of English, Writing, Speaking and
Listening exam tasks.
- an End of Year Test including grammar, vocabulary and
First Reading and Use of English, Writing, Speaking and
Listening exam tasks.
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B2 First content and overview
Contents

PART/TIMING

CONTENT

EXAM FOCUS

Reading and
Use of English
1 hour 15
minutes

Part 1 A modified cloze text containing eight gaps and
followed by eight multiple-choice items.
Part 2 A modified open cloze text containing eight gaps.
Part 3 A text containing eight gaps. Each gap corresponds to
a word. The stems of the missing words are given beside the
text and must be changed to form the missing word.
Part 4 Six separate questions, each with a lead-in sentence
and a gapped second sentence to be completed in two to
five words, one of which is given as a ‘key word’.
Part 5 A text followed by six multiple-choice questions.
Part 6 A text from which six sentences have been removed
and placed in a jumbled order after the text. A seventh
sentence, which does not need to be used, is also included.
Part 7 A text, or several short texts, preceded by ten
multiple-matching questions.

Candidates are expected to
demonstrate the ability to apply their
knowledge of the language system
by completing the first four tasks;
candidates are also expected to show
understanding of specific information,
text organisation features, tone, and
text structure.

Writing
1 hour 20
minutes

Part 1 One compulsory essay question presented through a
rubric and short notes.
Part 2 Candidates choose one task from a choice of
three task types. The tasks are situationally based and
presented through a rubric and possibly a short input
text. The task types are:
• an essay
• an article
• a letter or email
• a review
• a report

Candidates are expected to be able to
write using different degrees of formality
and different functions: advising,
comparing, describing, explaining,
expressing opinions, justifying,
persuading, recommending and
suggesting.

Listening
Approximately
40 minutes

Part 1 A series of eight short unrelated extracts from
monologues or exchanges between interacting speakers.
There is one three-option multiple-choice question per
extract.
Part 2 A short talk or lecture on a topic, with a sentence
completion task which has ten items.
Part 3 Five short related monologues, with five multiple
matching questions.
Part 4 An interview or conversation, with seven multiple
choice questions.

Candidates are expected to be able
to show understanding of attitude,
detail, function, genre, gist, main idea,
opinion, place, purpose, situation,
specific information, relationship, topic,
agreement, etc.

Speaking
14 minutes

Part 1 A conversation between the examiner (the
‘interlocutor’) and each candidate (spoken questions).
Part 2 An individual ‘long turn’ for each candidate, with
a brief response from the second candidate (visual and
written stimuli, with spoken instructions).
Part 3 A discussion question with five written prompts.
Part 4 A discussion on topics related to Part 3 (spoken
questions).

Candidates are expected to be able to
respond to questions and to interact in
conversational English.
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